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MESSAGE FROM MARIUS 

Dear Presidium of BIU, 
  
First of all, my congratulations for your election. Everybody has the 
impression that a coherent and strong team work will undoubtedly help in 
the current and future of our sport.  
  
Concerning my last years position as BIU General Secretary on 
substitution of Mr. Enrique Rubio, I humbly give my thanks to the past 
Presidium for his confidence and I hope I had been a little bit useful when it 
was needed.  Right now, a new General Secretary has to be elected by the 
new Presidium between the valid profiles that exist inside the big BIU and 
BNU family. Due to personal (and also professional) reasons, this is not my 
case at this moment, when dynamics and quick answers are so important, 
and so much needed.  
  
I beg your comprehension. This is time for someone new. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Màrius Mollà 

  
WBC VIDEO 

Dari: misiha shuji <shuji.mishima@gmail.com> 
Kepada: Yh Biketrial <yhbiketrial@yahoo.com>  
Cc: 平野博 <b-trial@ztv.ne.jp>  
Dikirim: Minggu, 12 Agustus 2012 11:57 
Judul: Re: biu 
  
Mｒ. Yosnison Maretsa 
 
Thank you for your coment. At the time that is not late, I hope that an 
Indonesian flag rises for the world championship. At first let's hold Asian 
Cup. Step by step. 

Dear Mishima-san, 
  
I hope so and we are expecting Japan to hold it again, World Biketrial 
Championship is our main target. Best for us to participate our first WBC in 



Japan or China, it's more cost efficient and easier. Congratulation for 
Japan team in 2012 WBC! 
  
All the best, 
Yosnison Maretsa 
INDONESIA 
Dear Yosnison, 
  
new video are very beautiful and important for BikeTrial. With youtube 
video all people can see every time our Rider in action and feel the 
competition. Thank you very much Mr. Mishima. 
Very soon will be ready another video production about WBC in Italy. I 
think will be very good quality. Coming soon …  
About potential and participation: 
If I try to explain you the “flavor” of chocolate I can write 1 or 100 page of 
word. Otherwise I can give you a piece of chocolate and in one second, 
without word and without difficult you understand how is good chocolate. 
So, we can suggest you many things, about training, about level of section, 
about many things; but the solution to understand how is WBC is take part 
in WBC. Without problem. 
All people are welcome in WBC. This is the first important thing in 
BikeTrial. We are a big family.  
Why ? 
Because the last rider in WBC is the first in his country, is the first in his 
town, is the first in his school, in his company.  
All BikeTrial Rider are every time the first ! 
Next year I hope rider from Indonesia will be present in WBC.  
And I hope to meet you, 
  
Best regards, 
Giuliano Gualeni 
Dear Giuliano, 
  
You are right! I always expecting BIU have an account or channel in 
YouTube nor Vimeo for all biketrial events/activities. Also very important to 
put 'BikeTrial' or 'biketrial' in the title and add those as tag on every single 
video. Thanks to others too. 
  
Please let me know when the video done, it's always exciting to see WBC 
video and Hiro's DVD. OCI Sport's video about WBC 2012 R2 Igualada, 
Catalonia are very good and perfect either, my favorite part is Push Bike F1 
reports and riders interview, one of the best official biketrial video for sure. 
  
Good metaphor. For this, my mindset always thought that WBC is a high 
level events, it's a 'World Championship', we represent our nations, so my 
main focus is to find best rider which is Indonesian Biketrial Champions 
(that's why I have to hold a national championship) and my obligation to 
find sponsor & support for them to participate in WBC. If as you said, then 
it means I can accept anyone as long as they are willing and able to 
participate. So that means I'm better put my main focus on performing 



things than for the competition/championship? just asking, please correct 
me if there are any mistakes. 
I really hope so. Best regards, 
  
Yosnison Maretsa 
INDONESIA 
Dear Yosnison, 
your way is the right way. You know your Rider and Indonesia and so only 
you can know the best choice for BikeTrial in your country. And your job is 
very good.  
I hope Indonesia will be present in WBC in the future because it’s a 
important step to improve your job in BikeTrial and to improve Riders 
technical level. 
We remain in contact, 
Best regards, 
Giuliano 
  

ELITE FOR 2013 
Dear Giuliano, Radim, Stefan, Marius, Josep, 
  
I just finished checking 2012 ranking and I found some mistake in Group B 
and Group A and SCRATCH. 
So I checked all classes again and modified. 
I hope you checked them and if no problem, this will be the final official 
ranking. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Stefan, 
  
Thanks! Then if the scratch is okay, what do you think about how many 
riders from Scratch should be promoted to Elite 2013? Let us think. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 



Dear Hiro, 
  
scratch is ok. I think, we need more riders in Elite category, 20 is ok. I dont 
see problem with this. But this year, I think quality for this category have 
first four riders (3+Armand Molla). So, I am for Armand Molla in Elite 
category. Peter Bartak and Peter Muziga, slovak elite riders go out from 
Elite. 
  
For future, we can think about this, when first 10 or 15 elite riders from UCI 
want to start in BIU competition, they can in our Elite category (for 
example, when Benito wants to start, he will be start in Elite, no Senior...) It 
can be more atractive for organizers, riders, spectators...What do you think 
about this..? 
  
Best regards, 
Stefan Pcola 

Dear Stefan, 
  
Thanks for checking the ranking of each and Scratch. I need approval of 
the jury for ranking before think about Elite promotion for 2013. Up to now 
You Stefan, me, Giuliano, Radim? Japan not yet, Josep should answer Yes 
or no. When all okay, we should decide how many to Elite, not thinking for 
only Almand.  
The other item should be discussed the later. Please do not make mix all. 
It should be step by step. Okay? 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Friends, 
  
please read this mail. In Sonico we have talk, vote and decide to work 
together. You opinion now is mandatory. Please vote for this question. 
  
ITALY: YES 
CATALUNYA: YES 
JAPAN : ? 
CZECH:  ? 
SLOVAKIA : ? 
  
In Italy and in Spain and many other country absence of answer mean: 
YES. What is your opinion? Please vote about Armand Molla request very 
soon. Thank you very much, 
  
Giuliano 
Dear Giuliano, 



  
Before anything, the ranking chart should be approved by the Jury. The 
rest thing including request from Catalonia will be decided the later. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Stefan, 
thank you very much for your answer.  
With your answer have 3 on 5 vote from member of Jury. I think is enough. 
All vote (3 on 5) are positive, so we can close this discussion with 
endorsement of Armand Molla in Elite Category for next BikeTrial season 
2013.  
Actual Secretary can make a specific report about the vote and maintain 
this document.  
All documents, Presidium decision, communication and all other 
communication will be published till October on the new BIU web site.  
  
About UCI – BIU discussion: 
Dear Stefan, I agree with you, we must try to modify the system to 
admission in BIU Elite Category.  
We must work for young category first of all, but to have young rider we 
must reintroduce Elite Rider. I think this is very very important question.  
I and Mr. Hiro have discuss during the pre-meeting about this question and 
maybe we can find some solution. 
I ask you to be patient some time, one or two months. Now we must 
organize secretary system and other things to have the possibility to 
debate about all question in Presidium.  
For example we must decide about electronic vote system.  
When Web site will be ready I think many things will be more simple. 
However I support your proposal to extension of Elite Rider number in the 
next seasons.  
  
Best regards, 
Giuliano 
Dear Stefan and other committee members. 
  
My opinion is that Armand is capable of riding elite. He was close to the top 
3 senior riders so i think it is ok for the top 4 to go up. 
  
Stefan, this suggestion is perfect I think. It is something that needs to be 
done to make sure Biketrial Keeps attracting top riders. I know Vincent 
Hermance and Abel Mustieles were Interested in Riding BIU but did not 
want to ride Senior. 
  
I think If you are top 10 in UCI you can ride BIU Elite. I heard 1 idea which I 
think was good. (I think it was Gualiano) 
Example – Benito Ros rides BIU Round 1 in 2013, he finishes 1st and gets 
his prize, money etc But he does not score championship points. This is 
his qualification, In 2014 he can now ride BIU and ride to become 
champion. 



  
I have heard many ideas and suggestions from riders about what they 
would like to see in the future of biketrial and what they want to change. I 
will create a list and send It to all the members. I do not know If these 
changes will be possible for 2013/2014 or if they will be possible at all, but I 
think It is important to hear all of them 
  
Thank you 
Scott 
Dear Scott, 
your opinion in this question it is very important. You are the Rider 
represent and we must understand the think of the Rider in this matter. 
I am happy you say “Yes” because this mean that BIU Elite don’t have 
scary to confront with other world. 
  
About UCI Elite: 
We must work on this project in the next months. It is very important.  
Now we have 2 or 3 way to solve this question. We work about in next 
times.  
  
Thank you very much, 
Giuliano 
Hello friends, 
sorry for late reply. Im out of my house building sections for FIM European 
trial championship. I spent almost all time in the forest just with my mobile 
phone, hammer and tapes. 
  
About the current matters: 
No problem with Armand Molla. I also agree with Stefan and Scott's ideas 
for Elite class. Good ideas. 
  
  
The website: I like biketrialworld.com or biketrialinternational.com.  
  
I would prefer to run .org domain as we are going to build a web for an 
organization, not for commercial project. What do you think about .org 
domain? 
  
Joomla might be no problem. I know it is very popular.  
I think we can also start a Twitter account for BIU. Very easy to create it.  
  
It can start working immediately and we can publish short news there 
before we have a proper website. It is also useful for quick live news from 
international competitions. I used to post brief results on Twitter right from 
the venue in Sonico. Very simple and mobile. 
  
Lukas 
Dear Friends, 
  
I agree to the inclusion of rider Armand Molla to Elite category. 



My proposal is : the first three riders in scratch must to go in Elite,  the 
other three if they can. 
I agree with allowing the riders to start from the UCI Elite. 
  
Web site: 
I propose the name : www.biu.com, 
www.biketrialiu.com,   www.biketrialinternationalunion.com 
                               www.biketrialbiu.com 
  
Best Regards 
Radim 
Dear Hiro, 
dear Presidium Members, 
another vote to promote Armand Molla in Elite Category 2013. 
Now have 4 on 5 vote from Member of Jury in Sonico.  
Also Radim agree on “UCI Elite” project. We will work about in the next 
months.  
  
About name: 
www.biu.com  = not available. 
www.biketrialunion.com = 1 vote (Scott) 
www.biketrialinternational.com = 2 vote (me and Scott) 
www.biketrialinternationalunion.com = Radim … maybe too long … 
www.biketrialbiu.com = Radim  
  
Pole position for biketrialinternational.com , 
Dear Member, please, express your vote.  
  
Giuliano 
Dear Lukas, 
thank you very much for your opinion and suggestion. 
The ".com" it's too easy to use. When you say "our web site" it is too easy 
if end with ".com"; I think .com it's the "usual" web site root. 
  
Now we have: 
www.biketrialinternational.com = 3 vote (me and Scott and Lukas) 
www.biu.com  = not available. www.biketrialunion.com = 1 vote (Scott) 
www.biketrialworld.com = 1 vote (Lukas) www.biketrialinternationalunion.com = 
Radim … maybe too long … www.biketrialbiu.com = Radim   
  
Giuliano 
Dear Sport friends, 
  
We should forward many things but before anything, we should finish WBC 
things.  
(1) Scratch 

It is important to have approval for the ranking of 2012 and we jury 
should decide the promotion to Elite in 2013 from scratch. 
Up to now I got answer mail from Stefan, Giuliano, Radim? 
I am waiting for the answer from the rest. After that, we should discuss 



with watching the ranking and think the possibility. 
(2) Website 

Thanks for forwarding it. 
  

Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear friends, 
  
 Me find it very interesting for this exhibition of ideas, where surely that 
new solutions to existing problems will be. It seems basic to me there is a 
web of the BIU, congratulations for the initiative. In my opinion it's go 
finding the way to provide facilities to the riders to participate in BIU, not to 
setbacks. The BIU Elite who for any reason cease to compete a year, 
already not returning, except those who do so deliberately to lower to 
senior again. Encouragement and forward! 
  
Josep Abant 
Dear HIro, 
  
we have answer from 4 Jury members about Armand Molla in Elite 
Category. Italy (yes), Catalunya (yes), Slovakia (yes), Czech (yes). No 
answer from Japan because I don’t have email of Mr. Yamamoto. 4 Yes on 
5 voters. This morning Mr. Marius Molla repeat his impossibility to work on 
secretary job. I ask to you and to all Presidium Member to nominate myself 
Giuliano Gualeni to Substitute Secretary to can organize and finalize this 
work. 
  
Best regards, 
Giuliano 
Dear Giuliano, 
  
First I need approval of ranking Scratch. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
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